
The AECOPD project  

What is the project and why is it being undertaken? 

The tremendous interest in the SAFEMOB clinical decision-making tool (designed to provide clinicians 

with information to guide safe mobilization of the acutely ill patient highlighted the need for evidence 

informed practice with this population. However, this tool did not address the unique needs for both 

safe and effective exercise prescription in the patient with an acute exacerbation of COPD. Consequently 

a team was put together, led by Dr. Pat Camp, and including researchers from other disciplines across 

Canada, expert PT clinicians and MPT students from UBC, to create a tool for this special patient 

population. Funding was secured through a grant from the Canadian Institute of Health Research. 

What has been completed? 

The figure below provides a graphic representation of the process undertaken for this project. The 1st 

step was to determine best evidence from the literature. This involved a massive review [a systematic 

review of systematic reviews] on exercise prescription in COPD and other comorbidities. The resulting 

manuscript was published in the international Journal of Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

[http://www.dovepress.com/exercise-prescription-for-hospitalized-people-with-chronic-obstructive-peer-

reviewed-article-COPD)] and has received over 10,200 online views and almost 2600 downloads of the 

PDF. Clearly, there was a need for this information. 

Given the fact that the literature review exposed a lack of clear direction for clinicians in determining 

the parameters for safe and effective exercise prescription in this population the next step was to 

pursue best evidence from experts. This was undertaken through a Delphi process [consensus building 

research technique] with physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists, physiotherapists, and patients / 

families. The objective was to facilitate consensus on best practice recommendations for safe and 

effective exercise prescription in this population.  

The research team synthesizing the results from the systematic review and the Delphi process into a 

clinical decision-making tool similar to that of SAFEMOB.  

The draft of the tool is currently being evaluated in a series of focus groups led by MPT students from 

UBC. PTs, Nurses and RTs will be invited to provide feedback on the usability of the tool. 

What is next? 

After the interprofessional input on the draft, the tool will be shared with PTs throughout BC for their 

input so as to ensure that the tool is relevant, meaningful and helpful for our colleagues.  The final 

version will be shared nationally with interdisciplinary clinicians and stakeholder groups such as: 

• Canadian Physiotherapy Association 

• Canadian Thoracic Society 

• Canadian Respiratory Health Professionals 

http://physicaltherapy.med.ubc.ca/physical-therapy-knowledge-broker/safemob-project/
http://www.dovepress.com/exercise-prescription-for-hospitalized-people-with-chronic-obstructive-peer-reviewed-article-COPD
http://www.dovepress.com/exercise-prescription-for-hospitalized-people-with-chronic-obstructive-peer-reviewed-article-COPD


• COPD Clinical Assembly 

• Canadian Respiratory Therapy Society 

• University Health Professional Education Programs 

• COPD Canada Patient Network 

• Canadian Lung Association 
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If you have any questions about this project please feel free to contact me at Alison.Hoens@UBC.ca. 

mailto:Alison.Hoens@UBC.ca
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